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To ALL THE involved in the development decision.  Councillors and Developers.  Stony Range is
our paradise, a gem, our peaceful place of beauty, our escape from the madness and noise to
get back to nature to relax and enjoy. To mediate and exercise, walk amongst the beauty, watch
the native bees and enjoy our native flowers. A lovely meeting place of people who enjoy nature
and have a walk and a bbq together. Dedicated people of this area have worked tirelessly and
volunteered their time and pushed their bodies to nurture, replant and care for this very special
garden for all! We are forever so grateful! To build anything close by, that could cause damage,
cause shade or harm this little piece of paradise and peacefulness is just criminal. We beg you to
reconsider this development. Please, please do not build, harm, spoil our piece of escape and
tranquility now or in the future! If you are feeling stressed, unhappy or lonely just visit Stony
Range it can heal you! It is so precious! All the people involved in this decision maybe could or
should sorry, walk all the tracks in the gardens, past the rock formations, the waterfalls, the
children’s garden, all our natives ,the flowers n palms and the glorious trees of such character! It
is a fairyland for young ones and a peaceful beautiful escape for adults and an education for all
due to the explanatory labelling of the trees, plants, flowers and bush tucker. They will need a
few hours or more to experience the whole garden. They will be convinced that this ever so
special oasis should be preserved and protected forever and ever. I have lived in Dee why /
Narraweena since I was 11! Now at 77 I know, appreciate and love Stony Range and know how
people of this area appreciate and want to protect this wonderful place and to have it protected
for future generations. A tall building bordering this reserve could ruin the whole ambience and
cause harm to the plants, trees, wild life and encroach on the whole area causing shading,
therefore please reconsider any building close to our Stony Range Rainforest! Sorry I am
probably raving on but Stony Range being preserved as it is now means so much to so so many!
Thanking you in advance for you considering my request to protect and preserve this treasure of
the Northern Beaches. Kerry and Paul Brown. Cromer  Sent from my iPad




